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Fish myocytes continue to develop active tension when stretched to sarcomere lengths (SLs) on the
descending limb of the mammalian length–tension relationship. A greater length-dependent activation in
fish than mammals could account for this because the increase in Ca2+ sensitivity may overcome the
tendency for force to fall due to reduced cross-bridge availability at SLs above optimal myofilament overlap.
We stretched skinned fish and rat ventricular myocytes over a wide range of SLs, including those on the
descending limb of the mammalian length–tension relationship. We found that fish myocytes developed
greater active tension than rat myocytes at physiological Ca2+ concentrations at long SLs as a result of a
higher Ca2+ sensitivity and a steeper relationship between Ca2+ sensitivity and SL. We also investigated the
diastolic properties of fish and rat myocytes at long SLs by measuring titin-based passive tension, titin
isoform expression and titin phosphorylation. Fish myocytes produced higher titin-based passive tension
despite expressing a higher proportion of a long N2BA-like isoform (38.0±2% of total vs 0% in rat). However,
titin phosphorylation in fish myocytes was lower than in rat, which may explain some of the difference in
passive tension between species. The high level of titin-based passive tension and the differential
phosphorylation of sarcomeric proteins in fish myocytes may contribute to the enhanced length-dependent
activation and underlie the extended range of in vivo stroke volumes found in fish compared with mammals.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

During the evolution of the vertebrate heart, the main modulator
of cardiac output has shifted from stroke volume to heart rate [1]. In
many fish, cardiac output is modulated primarily by changes in stroke
volume: for example, during intense swimming, the salmonid
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) can increase stroke volume by
up to 300%, whereas heart rate increases by only 50% [2]. By
comparison, during maximal exercise in humans, stroke volume
doubles while heart rate increases three-fold. The large increase in
stroke volume in fish is likely to cause themyocytes to stretch past the
optimum overlap of the thick and thin filaments [3]. However, when
intact fish myocytes are stretched past sarcomere lengths (SLs)
reported as optimal for mammalian active tension development [4],
active tension continues to increase [3]. Thus, the fish heart is
specialized for large extensions during diastolic filling and for active
tension development during systolic emptying from a wide range of
SLs. This modification of the Frank–Starling mechanism is advanta-

geous physiologically because fish maintain an ejection fraction close
to 100% over the whole range of stroke volumes [5].

The mechanisms responsible for this wide range of functional SLs
in fish myocardium are unknown. The morphology of the salmonid
cardiac sarcomere is similar to that of the mammalian sarcomere with
thin filament length being ∼0.95 µm in both rat and salmonid
ventricular myocytes [3]. There is no increase in the magnitude of
the Ca2+ transient when fish myocytes are stretched [3], so it is likely
that the processes responsible for the wide range of working SLs
reside within the myofibrils. Thus, the fish heart represents a good
model for studying modulation of cardiac contraction by stretch.
Moreover, there is growing use of the zebrafish as a genetically
tractable model for vertebrate cardiogenesis [6] and vertebrate
cardiac remodelling [7]. Thus, a mechanistic understanding of the
intrinsic control systems of the fish heart is important for extending
this model to understanding the regulation of contraction in the
mammalian heart.

In mammalian hearts, the rise in active tension produced by an
increase in SL over the normal SL range (ascending limb of the length–
tension relationship) is mainly due to an SL-dependent increase in the
Ca2+ sensitivity of the myofilaments, known as length-dependent
activation (LDA) (for review see [8,9]). Despite intense research, the
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mechanisms of LDA remain unclear. It may be partly due to the
stretch-induced decrease in myofilament spacing, which encourages
the recruitment of force-producing cross-bridges between the thick
and thin filaments [10,11], although the precise role of filament
spacing is controversial [12]. Whether an SL dependence of Ca2+

sensitivity also occurs in the fish heart is unknown. A greater LDA in
fish than in mammals could overcome the tendency for force to fall
due to the reduced number of potential cross-bridges above the
optimum for overlap of thick and thin filaments [3]. Alternatively,
mammalian and fish myofibrils could show differences in the SL–
tension relationship as a result of differences in physical factors (e.g.,
filament overlap) unrelated to changes in Ca2+ sensitivity. To
examine these possibilities, it is important to test whether fish
myocytes show both increased myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity and
increased force production at SL past optimum filament overlap.

To understand the full cardiac cycle, it is necessary to also consider
the passive tension developed within the myocyte. The main protein
responsible for the development of passive tension in mammalian
myocytes is titin [13]. The elasticity of the titin molecule is provided
by specific sequences in the I-band region. Of particular importance
are two unique sequences named the N2A and N2B regions, the latter
being cardiac-specific. Adult mammalian hearts coexpress two main
isoforms of cardiac titin: a shorter, stiffer isoform (N2B) and a longer,
more compliant isoform (N2BA) (for review, see Linke [14]). The ratio
of titin N2B/N2BA has been shown to vary between species and to be
a determinant of the stiffness of cardiac muscle: the higher the ratio,
the stiffer the muscle [15]. Titin-based stiffness is also modulated by
phosphorylation of the N2B element by PKA or PKG, which leads to a
decrease in passive force [16]. In addition to its involvement in passive
properties, recent studies have suggested that titin also plays a role in
LDA by sensing stretch and promoting actomyosin interaction [17,18].

To test the hypothesis that LDA is greater in fish than mammalian
myocardium, we compared both the active and the passive properties
of rat and fish permeabilized ventricular myocytes over a wide range
of SLs, which includes the mammalian descending limb. We found
that fish myocytes were more Ca2+-sensitive and had a greater LDA.
Fish myocytes also developed more titin-based passive tension than
rat myocytes at each SL, which could account for the greater LDA.

2. Methods

For detailed methods, please see the Supplementary data.

2.1. Sarcomere length and force measurements

Skinned myocytes from the trout (O. mykiss) ventricle and Wistar
rat left ventricle were obtained by mechanical dissociation [19]. A
skinned myocyte was attached to a piezoresistive strain gauge and a
stepper–motor-driven micromanipulator, as described previously
[19]. Experiments were carried out at 22 °C. Force was normalized
to cross-sectional area for each cell [19]. The pCa (− log [Ca2+])–
tension relationships were established at four SLs: 2.0, 2.3, 2.5 and
2.7 µm. Steady-state passive tension recordings were also taken at
these four SLs before the first activation, and in additional experi-
ments, we measured the passive tension of fish myocytes incubated
with the catalytic subunit of PKA. The relative tension–pCa relation-
ship was fitted to the modified Hill equation [20] and the pCa for half-
maximal activation, pCa50, was calculated as a measure of Ca2+

sensitivity.

2.2. Myofilament protein analysis

Frozen tissue samples of rat, trout, and human biopsies were
crushed in a precooled pestle and mortar, homogenized in Laemmli
buffer (pH 6.8), and heated for 3 minutes at 100 °C. Titin was
separated on agarose-strengthened 2% SDS–polyacrylamide gels

(modified from Hu et al. [21]) at 4 mA for 16–18 h, and myofibrillar
proteins of MW 20–250 kDa were separated on discontinuous 7.5%/
15% gradient gels. Phosphorylation and total protein were measured
after staining the gels with Pro-Q and SYPRO Ruby (Molecular Probes,
Eugene), respectively. Owing to the unequal loading of protein,
phosphorylation as assessed with Pro-Q is expressed as a percentage
of total protein in the corresponding band as assessed with SYPRO.
Intensity of the bands was analyzed using a G:BOX/GeneTools
analysis system (Syngene, MD, USA).

2.3. Statistics

Data are presented as mean±SEM. One-way ANOVA with
Student–Newman–Keul's post-hoc (Sigmastat 3.5, Systat software,
USA) was used to test for the effect of SL. A t-test was used to compare
the linear regressions of the pCa50 vs. SL data and an F-test (Origin Pro
8; OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA) was used to compare
the pCa50 vs. passive tension data. Significance for all tests was taken
as Pb0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Active tension production in rat and fish ventricular myocytes

Skinned myocytes were held under isometric conditions through-
out the experiment at SLs of 2.0, 2.3, 2.5 or 2.7 μm,monitored by video
microscopy. Each cell was tested at a single SL because in preliminary
experiments, we found considerable rundown in fish myocytes that
had been subjected to two sets of activation (data not shown). In
addition, activation of fish myofilaments was possible only if cells
were isolated from fresh tissue. Slack SL before attachment did not
differ between rat (1.98±0.01 µm, n=30) and fish myocytes (1.99±
0.01 µm, n=30). Fish skinned myocytes were much thinner than rat
myocytes (13.3±3.1 µm vs. 26.6±2.4 µm, respectively; Fig. 1A).

Maximum active tension was significantly greater in rat myocytes
than in fish myocytes only at SLs of 2.0 µm and 2.3 µm (Fig. 1 and
Table 1). However, maximum active tension continued to rise up to SL
2.7 µm in fish myocytes, whereas that for rat tended to fall after
2.5 µm SL (Figs. 1B–F). A similar trend was observed for the
development of active tension at pCa 6.25, a physiological Ca2+

concentration for both the fish and the rat (Fig. 1G). However, at this
[Ca2+], the fish myocytes produced significantly more active tension
at SLs 2.3 µm and 2.7 µm (Fig. 1G), suggesting a higher myofilament
Ca2+ sensitivity.

3.2. Myofilament calcium sensitivity at different sarcomere lengths

Individual data for both rat and fish myocytes were normalized to
peak tension, fitted to the modified Hill equation and then averaged
(Figs. 2A–D and Table 1).We found that the fish contractile machinery
was significantly more sensitive to Ca2+ than the rat at each SL
(Pb0.05), as shown by the leftward shift of the fish tension–Ca2+

curves (Figs. 2A–D) and the higher pCa50 in fish at all SLs (Fig. 2E). The
greatest difference in Ca2+ sensitivity was found at the longest SL
(2.7 µm), where pCa50 for the rat myocytes was 6.19±0.07 pCa units
compared with 6.54±0.03 for fish myocytes (Fig. 2E and Table 1).

Both the rat and fish cells exhibit length-dependent increases in
Ca2+ sensitivity (Fig. 2E). Fish myocytes exhibited significantly
greater LDA than rat myocytes, as indicated by the higher gradient
(δpCa50/δSL) for fish (0.69±0.07) compared with that for rat (0.41±
0.02; Pb0.05) and the stretch-induced shift in myofilament Ca2+

sensitivity (ΔpCa50; Fig. 2F).
The Hill coefficient (nH), an index of cooperativity in the Ca2+-

activation process, was significantly different only at 2.3 µm SL
between rat (4.57±0.65) and fish (3.13±0.88, Pb0.05; Table 1). In
rat myocytes, the Hill coefficient increased with length from 2.0 to
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2.5 µm SL, suggesting increased molecular cooperativity with length.
In trout myocytes, nH decreased significantly from 2.0 to 2.3 µm SL; no
difference was observed between the value at 2.0 and the longer
lengths (Table 1).

3.3. Passive tension of rat and fish ventricular myocytes

Steady-state passive tension was measured at pCa 9. We found
that fish myocytes produced significantly greater passive tension than

Fig. 1. Active tension development. (A) Examples of a rat (left) and a fish (right) skinned myocyte attached to force transducers accompanied with representative traces of active
tension generation at an SL of 2.0 µm. B–E: Ca2+–active tension relationships in myocytes from fish (open circles) and rat (closed circles) at 2.0 µm (B), 2.3 µm (C), 2.5 µm (D), and
2.7 µm (E) (n=6–9). (F) Relationship between active tension and SL at maximal Ca2+ (pCa 4.5). (G) Relationship between active tension and SL at physiological Ca2+ (pCa 6.25).
Note that when SL is increased from 2.5 to 2.7 µm, tension falls in rat but continues to increase in fish. ⁎Significant difference between species, Pb0.05.
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rat myocytes at SLs above 2.2 µm (Fig. 3A). For example, the passive
tension in fish and rat myocytes at SL 2.7 µmwas 24.0±1.8 mN/mm2

and 8.2±1.1 mN/mm2, respectively. Similar values were obtained
when myocytes were stretched to SL 2.0 and 2.3 µm at 15 °C rather
than at 22 °C (Supplemental Fig. S1). The difference in passive tension
was not due to residual cross-bridges in the relaxed state because
passive tension was unaffected when myocytes were incubated for
10 minutes with 30 mM 2,3-butanedione monoxime (BDM), an agent
that prevents the formation of strong-binding cross-bridges (Figs. 3B
and C). The contribution of titin was determined after successive
incubations with 0.6 M KCl (10 min) and 1 M KI (40 min) [22], which
depolymerise thick and thin filaments, respectively [13]. The remain-
ing passive tension is generated by the microtubule network. After
KCl–KI treatment most passive tension disappeared and the remain-
ing tension in rat and fish myocytes was similar (Figs. 3B and C). This
indicates that in the fish heart, titin is the sarcomeric protein
principally responsible for cellular passive tension development
over the physiological SL range, as previously observed in the
mammalian heart [13].

Table 1
Mechanical characteristics of permeabilized cardiomyocytes from rat and fish.

n Tpass Tmax pCa50 nH

2.0 µm SL
Rat 7 a0.2±0.2 22±1.6 a5.91±0.04 a2.43±0.21
Trout 8 a0.0±0.0 *15.7±2.0 a,*6.10±0.05 2.33±0.13

2.3 µm SL
Rat 8 a,b2.9±0.3 26±2.6. a,b6.05±0.04 b4.26±0.49
Trout 7 a,b,*8.4±1.6 *18±1.6 b,*6.28±0.06 *1.64±0.18

2.5 µm SL
Rat 7 b,c5.8±1.9 29±2.0 b6.13±0.05 b4.57±0.65
Trout 7 b,c,*18±2.9 26±3.7 b,*6.37±0.05 3.13±0.88

2.7 µm SL
Rat 7 b,c8.2±1.1 22±3.0 b 6.19±0.07 a,b3.35±0.45
Trout 7 b,c,*24±1.8 26±3.2 c,*6.58±0.03 2.47±0.34

Average Hill (nH) fit parameters of the pCa–tension relationships (see Methods)
obtained from myocytes at various SLs. Tpass and Tmax are the passive tension and
maximal active tensions, respectively (in mN/mm2). ⁎Significant difference between
species; dissimilar letters represent significant differences within species between SLs
(Pb0.05).

Fig. 2.Myofilament calcium sensitivity. (A–D) Active tension values normalized to maximal tension from fish (open circles) and rat (closed circles) at 2.0 µm (A), 2.3 µm (B), 2.5 µm
(C), and 2.7 µm (D) (n=6–9). (E) Myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity, as indexed by the pCa50 values, obtained from relative tension–pCa curves for fish (open circles) and rat (closed
circles). Linear regressions were calculated from a scatter plot for both fish and rat. The gradients for fish (y=4.76+0.66x, r=0.99) and rat (y=5.11+0.40x, r=0.99) were
significantly different (Pb0.05). ⁎Significant difference between species; dissimilar letters reflect significant difference across SL within a species, Pb0.05. (F) Stretch-induced
modification of myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity, measured as the change in pCa50 between 2.0 µm SL and the stretched SL (2.3, 2.5, or 2.7 µm). ⁎Significant difference between species,
Pb0.05.
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3.4. Myofilament protein analysis

To examine whether the differences in passive tension develop-
ment could be due to differential titin isoform expression, we
examined isoform expression in fish and rat ventricles (n=4 hearts
each). Human ventricular biopsies (n=4) were used as reference for
N2B and N2BA isoform expression (Fig. 4A). While the rat heart
expresses almost exclusively the stiffer N2B isoform (Fig. 4A), fish
myocardium expressed two titin isoforms with mobilities similar to
the N2B and N2BA isoforms expressed in human myocardium. The
proportion of the long N2BA-like isoform in fish (38.0±2% relative to
total full-length titin) was similar to that in human donor myocar-
dium (Fig. 4C). There was no evidence in fish myocardium for titin
isoforms longer than N2BA or shorter than N2B that would explain the
greater passive tension in trout. The expression of the more compliant
N2BA-like isoform in fish, but not in rat, makes it unlikely that the
higher passive tension in fish myocytes compared with rat myocytes
can be attributed to differential titin isoform expression.

Previous studies reported that passive tension is decreased by titin
phosphorylation of the N2B element [16,23]. To examine if a reduced
level of titin phosphorylation could contribute to the increased
passive tension in fish myocytes, we compared titin phosphorylation
in skinned myocytes from fish and rat (Fig. 4D). Relative to the total
titin signal, the level of titin phosphorylation in fish myocytes (0.44±
0.05; Pro-Q band intensity relative to total protein band intensity)
was significantly lower than in rat myocytes (0.66±0.11, Pb0.005),
which would tend to increase the stiffness of the fish myocytes
relative to rat myocytes. Similar results were found using samples of
unskinnedmyocardium (Supplemental Fig. S2), i.e., skinning of fish or
rat myocytes did not affect titin isoform ratio or phosphorylation.

To explore whether the lower titin phosphorylation in trout
myocytes could account for the higher passive tension, skinned trout
myocytes were incubated with the catalytic subunit of PKA to phos-
phorylate titin in vitro (Fig. 4E). Passive tensionwas reduced by∼50% at
all SL, after PKA treatment. However, this reduction only accounted for
one-half of the difference in passive tension between rat and fish.

The phosphorylation levels of MyBPC and TnT (Fig. 5) were not
significantly different between skinned fish and rat myocytes.
Phosphorylation of MLC2 was greater in fish myocardium (phosphor-
ylated MLC2 intensity/total MLC2 intensity=1.27±0.27) than in rat
(0.48±0.08, P=0.03), whereas TnI phosphorylation was smaller in
fish myocardium (0.25±0.04) than in rat (0.60±0.09, P=0.003).

3.5. Passive tension dependency of myofilament calcium sensitivity

Titin-based passive tension has been implicated in the LDA
mechanism. Thus, the higher passive tension developed by fish
myocytes could contribute to the higher myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity
following stretch. Fig. 6 shows pCa50 as a function of passive tension
independent of SL. We found a positive correlation between titin-
based passive tension and myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity of active
tension for both rat and fish myocytes (Fig. 6). This is in agreement
with previous studies in the myocardium of mouse [17], rat [18], and
guinea pig [20]. These results support the hypothesis that SL-
dependent activation is a function of passive tension generated by
titin—even in nonmammalian vertebrates.

4. Discussion

The key findings of this study are as follows: (1) the contractile
machinery of skinned fish ventricular myocytes was more Ca2+-
sensitive than those of skinned rat myocytes over a wide range of SLs;
(2) the Ca2+ sensitivity of skinned fish myocytes increased as SL
increased past optimum myofilament overlap while the Ca2+

sensitivity of skinned rat myocytes reached a plateau at 2.3 µm SL;
(3) LDA (length-dependent activation; SL dependence of Ca2+

sensitivity) was greater in fish than in the rat myocytes; (4) titin-
based passive stiffness of skinned fish myocytes was high, which may
contribute to the enhanced LDA; (5) unlike rat, trout expresses a
larger (and presumably more compliant) N2BA-like titin isoform, but
total titin phosphorylation was lower in fish than in rat; and (6)
phosphorylation levels of sarcomeric regulatory proteins, MLC2 and
TnI, were increased and decreased, in fish compared with rat,
respectively.

We show that although maximum Ca2+-activated tension in fish
myocytes was lower than in rat myocytes at short SLs, fish myocytes
produced greater active tension at physiological Ca2+ concentrations
(pCa 6.25) over the entire SL range (Fig. 1). Our data agree with
previous studies that show both cardiac troponin C (cTnC) and
skinned muscle preparations from the fish heart are more Ca2+-
sensitive than those of the mammalian heart [24,25]. The higher
myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity in fish in our study may be partly due to
the higher Ca2+ affinity of fish cTnC [25] but also to the lower
phosphorylation of TnI and the higherMLC2 phosphorylation. Because

Fig. 3. Passive tension. (A) Myocytes from fish (open circles) and rat (closed circles)
were stretched in relaxing solution to different sarcomere lengths. (B, C) The source of
passive tension for fish (B) and rat (C) myocytes measured before (black bar) and after
myocytes were incubated with 30 mM BDM (white bar) to prevent the formation of
cross-bridges and the residual active tension component. The myocytes were then
incubated with KCl/KI (gray bars) to remove thick and thin filaments and thus titin-
based passive tension. ⁎Significant difference between species in (A) and significant
difference from control in (B and C), Pb0.05.
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the fish heart has to work at lower temperatures (5–22 °C), it is
probable that it needs to develop higher active tensions at
physiological Ca2+ concentrations to overcome the negative effect
of cold on myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity and on the transsarcolemmal
Ca2+ influx available for contraction [24,26].

The present study shows that LDA is more pronounced in the fish
heart than the mammalian heart. Our data are in accordance with a
previous study showing a steep relationship between active tension
and length for intact fishmyocardium [27]. Studies on skinned cardiac
muscle have suggested that LDA is associated with a stretch-induced
increase in the Ca2+ affinity of TnC [28,29]. Fish cTnC has 13 sequence
differences from that of mammals [30]. A recent study [31] found that,
in skinned mouse ventricular myocytes, substitution of native cTnC

with a cTnC containing 4mutations corresponding to the fish cTnC led
to an increase in Ca2+ sensitivity but a decrease in the length
dependence of Ca2+ sensitivity. Our results do not confirm this latter
finding because, under our conditions, Ca2+ sensitivity in fish
myocytes increased over the full range of SLs investigated (up to
2.7 µm SL) and displayed a higher SL dependence of Ca2+ sensitivity
than ratmyocytes (Fig. 2E). TnI has also been reported to be important
in determining LDA because its phosphorylation by PKA was
associated with enhanced LDA [32] and the presence of cTnI–Pro144
(such as in skeletal muscle) greatly diminished length-dependent
properties of the sarcomere [33]. In contrast, we found that the lower
TnI phosphorylation in fish was associated with an enhanced LDA. It
remains to be determined if, and how, phosphorylation of the various

Fig. 4. Titin isoform expression and phosphorylation. (A) Example of titin isoform expression in rat, fish, and a human donor heart (determined by SYPRO staining). Note that protein
loading is not homogenous between lanes. T2, titin degradation band. (B) Titin phosphorylation (determined by Pro-Q staining). (C) Titin isoform expression in rat, trout, and human
donor myocardium. Data are an average of 4 hearts/species. (D) Total titin phosphorylation in intact rat and trout hearts. Titin phosphorylation levels were normalized to total titin
protein. a.u., arbitrary units. ⁎Statistical difference between species, Pb0.01. (E) Passive tension developed by fish myocytes (open circles) and fish myocytes incubated with active
PKA. * Significant difference between treated and non treated trout myocytes, Pb0.05. Rat data from Fig. 3A shown for comparison.
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sites in TnI and of MLC2 may modulate the SL dependence of Ca2+

sensitivity of the myocyte.
In this study, the passive tension generated in the fish myocytes

was titin-based (Fig. 3B) and significantly higher than in the rat
myocytes (Fig. 3A). Our results concur with those of Harwood et al.
[27], who found that muscle strips taken from the compact
(subepicardial) layer of the fish heart were twice as stiff as rat
papillary muscle at muscle lengths optimal for contraction. Our work
suggests that the higher stiffness of fish ventricle, compared with rat,
may be due in part to the myocytes themselves. This difference
between fish and rat was not due to different titin isoforms because
fish myocytes expressed a mixture of N2B-like and N2BA-like
isoforms (Fig. 4), similar to that found in healthy humans [34], and
thus would be expected to be more compliant than the rat myocytes
(100% N2B). There was, however, a reduced total phosphorylation of
titin in the fish compared with rat myocytes. If titin in fish behaves as
in mammals [16,23], the lower level of phosphorylation should
enhance the stiffness of fish myocytes relative to rat. To test this
hypothesis, we incubated skinned fish myocytes with active PKA. The
significantly lower passive tensions measured in these experiments
strongly suggests that phosphorylation decreases the passive tension
of fish myocytes. However, phosphorylation accounted for no more
than one-half of the difference between rat and fish passive tension.
Development of passive tension in titin results from the sequential
unfolding of Ig domains, PEVK sequence and N2 sequences. Titin

composition is known to be highly variable between mammals owing
to alternative splicing. Any variation in the amino acid composition
and length of these sequences, which are unknown for trout titin,
could lead to differential behaviour under stretch. The longer T50 for
stress relaxation observed in trout myocytes (Supplemental Fig. S1) is
in favor of specificity of titin in fish. Alternatively, posttranslational
modifications that were not investigated in the present study could
increase passive tension such as increased oxidant stress [35] or PKC
phosphorylation of titin [36]. It is also important to note that because
the amino acid sequence of trout titin is unknown, we cannot be sure
whether a decrease in phosphorylation is due to less phosphorylation
of specific sites or due to fewer proteins being phosphorylated.

A high diastolic stiffness is important in themammalian heart because
it prevents the myocytes from entering the descending limb of their
length–tension relationship, upon which the mammalian heart does not
function optimally in the steady state [4]. High diastolic stiffness also
contributes to elastic recoil during early systole, which may be useful for
animals with high heart rates [22]. However, because the fish heart
operates at low frequencies and over a larger range of SLs, it seemed likely
that the diastolic compliance of the fish myocyte would be low [3]. We
found that the trout myocyte was stiffer than the rat myocyte, which
differs from our previous findings in intact cells [3]. While the reasons for
this discrepancy are unknown, they could include the use of different
isolation procedures (in particular, the use of collagenase and proteases
for the dissociation of the intact myocytes) and, possibly, a different
myocardial origin of the myocytes. It is unlikely that the skinning
procedure itself altered the passive stiffness of the myocytes because
skinning did not change the isoform ratio or the phosphorylation level of
titin (Supplemental Fig. S2). The passive tension values reported for
skinned rat myocytes in the present study are lower than previously
reported [15,19]. This discrepancymost likely arose becausewemeasured
the steady-statepassive tensionafter allowing time for stress relaxation to
occur, whereas in our previous reports, we used a ramp stretch. In
addition, resting SL was ∼1.98 µm for both rat and fish myocytes in the
current study, which is longer than that found previously for rat
(∼1.8 µm), meaning that stretches to similar lengths here would result
in lower titin-based passive tension.

Previous evidence suggests that titinmay be intimately involved in
the SL dependence of Ca2+ sensitivity [17–19]. We found a positive
correlation between titin-based passive tension and Ca2+ sensitivity
of active tension for both rat and fish myocytes (Fig. 6). The enhanced
passive tension in fish could therefore offer an explanation for the
greater SL dependence of Ca2+ sensitivity in fish myocytes compared

Fig. 5. Sarcomeric protein expression and phosphorylation. (A) A 15%/7.5% acrylamide discontinuous gradient gel showing myofilament proteins. (B) Phosphorylated myofilament
proteins from rat and trout ventricles. Relative proportions of 15% and 7.5% acrylamide are shown along with the positions of MyBPC, TnT, TnI, and MLC2. Protein loading is not
homogenous between lanes.

Fig. 6. Passive tension–myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity relationship. Values of pCa50 have
been averaged according to clusters of passive tension (0–1, 1–3, 5–10, 10–20, higher
than 20 mN.mm–2). Linear regressions were calculated on a scatter plot for both fish
(y=6.14+0.018x, r=0.79) and rat (y=5.98+0.027x, r=0.58).
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with rat (Fig. 3). These results support the notion that SL-dependent
activation is a function of passive tension generated by titin and
extends to nonmammalian vertebrates.

In conclusion, our data show that skinned fish ventricular
myocytes are more Ca2+-sensitive than skinned rat ventricular
myocytes over a wide SL range. We also show that fish myocytes
display a greater SL dependence of Ca2+ sensitivity (LDA), which may
account for the ability of fish to increase force past optimal thick and
thin filament overlap at physiological Ca2+ concentrations. This may
offer a sarcomeric mechanism for the exquisite stretch sensitivity of
the fish heart [2] and explain the large capacity for stroke volume
regulation of cardiac output in these vertebrates.
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